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ERRATUM

pp38-39: Important Clarification To the Written English to Hebrew Number Conversion Process

Reader Question: When we analyse our names using the Soul Contract  Reading system, are we 
supposed to use the name exactly as it appears on our birth certificate? I am slightly confused by 
your use of the word "phonetic", (Para 2, p38 and Para 2 and 3, p39 in the book) which makes me 
think I should be using a phonetic spelling. Can you clarify this for me?

Answer: In hindsight, I can see where the confusion has arisen. I apologise for this. It should read:

The  Soul  Contract  work  is  based  upon  the  core  principle  of  the  direct  conversion  of  English 
pronounced as its written into ancient Hebrew phonetic sounds. Normally for English names, the 
first thing to do is to write out your name as it appears on your birth certificate exactly as it is spelt. It 
pays to actually physically check the birth certificate if you are not 100% sure, because in working 
practice I have found that some people assume their name was one thing, but when they checked the 
birth certificate, it was slightly different: for example, they may use ‘Denis’ as the common spelling of 
their first name, but upon checking the birth certificate, it turns out to have been spelt ‘Dennis’. This  
is the correct name to use when decoding that name. Sometimes people discover that what they think 
is their first name is actually their middle name and that the real first name was not used. 

Generally, English names are pronounced as they are written 95% of the time. By pronunciation, I  
mean as your parents would have said the name at the time they registered your birth. On this basis 
simply  use  the    Correlation  Between  (Written)  English  and  Hebrew  Sounds   in  Table  2  and  the   
Combination Letters in Table   3 on p20-21 to obtain the Hebrew Numbers for your name.   This works 
for 95% of written English names as there is a wide range of tolerance within the Ancient Hebrew 
sounds used in the Soul Contract Reading system that accommodates the majority of English name 
sounds when they are pronounced as written.

Its only when there is a significant difference between the way the name is written and the way it is  
pronounced that you write the name phonetically. An extreme example of this 5% of English names 
is "St John" becomes "Sin Jin" in England, when used as a Christian or surname. If it is the name of a 
church, its pronounced "Saint John".  However, an ordinary "John" is phonetically written as "John" in 
this  system.  Please  don't  get  into  other  phonetic  systems of  writing English  unless  a  significant 
difference  like  this  occurs  as  this  will  just  confuse  you.

If your parents used a non-English pronunciation of some or all of your birth certificate name, then 
the non-English pronounced words in your name need to be converted into the equivalent English 
sounds pronounced as they are written prior to conversion into Hebrew phonetic sounds: if you have 
French, Chinese, Polish elements, etc, refer to Appendix A: Non-written English and non-English 
phonetics.
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P226: Case Study 4: Maxine Charlotte Ethelle Sampson: Correction to Figure 19 

The correct Soul Destiny is 9-9

P235: Case Study 4: Maxine Charlotte Ethelle Sampson: Correction to Soul Destiny

Soul Destiny: 9-9 

Keywords: Full soul consciousness, extra power, to serve as a channel

Maxine  is  here  to  come  into  full  soul  consciousness.  This  means  that  her  ego  is  to  eventually  
completely  surrender  and be reabsorbed into  her  Higher  Self.  Then there  will  no longer be any 
separation  between  her  personality  and  her  soul.  She  will  become  the  walking,  talking,  feeling 
expression of her soul, having the same feelings and thoughts simultaneously. She will become a  
pure channel for Spirit bringing through higher levels of truth and catalysing people with her power 
as she matures.
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